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The judging criteria and marking scheme

New thinking

Leadership

Outcomes & sustainability

Involvement & Inclusion

Transferability & Dissemination



Scoring guidelines

Rating Description of how well entry meets criteria Marks

Outstanding Compelling, robust, fully evidenced description 80 - 100

Strong Some compelling evidence, very good 60 - 79

Adequate
Good, above average, lots of evidence but not 
compelling

40 - 59

Limited
Some weak areas, would have benefited from more 
evidence

20 - 39

Weak Unconvincing, weakly evidenced description 0 - 19



Innovation

o “Is the initiative different, innovative, and ambitious?”

o Judges are looking for initiatives that:

o Are novel and new

o Stand out from the crowd

o Solve a widespread problem in a creative way

o Make you think “why hasn’t this been done before?”

New thinking



Innovation

o “The quality of management and project leadership”

o Judges are looking for initiatives that:

o Demonstrate clear objectives and problem solving

o Were well planned and executed

o Involved good communication with stakeholders and/or beneficiaries

o Show continuous learning, especially in dealing with challenges

Leadership



Innovation

o Has the initiative been properly assessed, and was it effective?

o Judges are looking for initiatives that:

o Include meaningful performance measures

o Demonstrate positive changes in people’s experiences 

o Relate results to the project’s aims and objectives

o Have a plan for sustainability and long-term impact

Outcomes & Sustainability



Innovation

o Did the work involve beneficiaries and promote inclusivity?

o Judges are looking for initiatives that:

o Involve patients/carers/families/staff, ideally from an early stage: this could 
include a range of approaches from co-production to roles on steering groups

o Include people from a range of backgrounds, eg by considering accessibility, 
cultural factors, and actively seeking to hear from ‘seldom heard’ groups

o Take a deliberate approach to understanding & reducing health inequalities

Involvement & Inclusion



Innovation

o Can the work be replicated, and has it been well shared?

o Judges are looking for initiatives that:

o Can spread and scale to other sites, organisations, and care settings

o Share learning and encourage best practice elsewhere

o Have the potential to spread innovation

Transferability & Dissemination
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Let’s talk cancer

Azmina Rose

Lead for Cancer Patient Experience & Macmillan Centres





Let’s Talk Cancer – Entry Overview

• read the judging criteria very carefully

• re-read the judging criteria very carefully!

• remember the judges don’t know ANY-thing about 
your project, so don’t forget the very basics

• be honest about any criteria you know your 
project could be stronger on

• don’t rush and allow plenty of time



Our INNOVATIVE “Let’s Talk Cancer!” initiative was developed in response to patient feedback received via the 
National Cancer Patient Experience Survey (NCPES) which told us that our Trust needed to improve its 
Communications. Patient and carer INVOLVEMENT guided our initiative and we worked very closely with patient 
and carer partners to construct 6 key foundational principles of good communications. These are summarised as: 
Always Introduce. Always Support. Always Involve. Always Confirm. Always Ask. Always Provide.

The 3 main OUTPUTS we created include:
1. A pocket sized aide-memoire card for staff;
2. A companion resource for patients called “TenTop Tips”, 
3. An INNOVATIVE online interactive staff training module 

https://rise.articulate.com/share/jV_hNUep9ZDKVxTkNhsTXO7BXOg5t1Hz

Internally, we launched these at DISSEMINATION roadshow events with support from senior Executive Trust
LEADERSHIP. Our roadshow venues included the canteen, main hospital foyer, and other areas of the hospital with 
high staff and patient footfall.

Externally, we have presented our work at the pan-London lead Cancer Nurse Forum which has led to expressions of 
interest by other Trusts to duplicate and roll out our inventions at their own trusts. We are actively pursuing this 
opportunity for further TRANSFERABILITY and broader DISSEMINATION beyond our own Trust across London.

Entry Form Practice Makes 
Entry Form Perfect! 

https://rise.articulate.com/share/jV_hNUep9ZDKVxTkNhsTXO7BXOg5t1Hz


Thank you

azmina.rose@nhs.net
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Our journey – creating a winning entry

Jonathan Wright
Head of Patient Access 



The winning entry

The why?
Risk associated with elective 
waiting lists and increase in 
waiting times due to 
coronavirus pandemic.

The what?
A high flow outpatient 
assessment clinic in a local 
shopping centre – enabling 
staff new ways of working.

The how?
Collaboration and 
engagement with our 
patients and partners from 
the start. Ambition, 
resilience and teamwork. 

September 2022 – PENNA Awards
Dorset was extremely proud to pick up three accolades at last year's award ceremony:

Partnership working to improve the experience

Integration and improving social care

Integration and continuity of care



Our reflections on creating a winning entry 

Be ambitious – consider all potential categories that you could enter

Understand the timelines and submission process – make sure you aren’t rushing at the last minute!

Develop in collaboration – a stakeholder discussion to capture all the ideas to support the submission

Use qualitative and quantitative information to demonstrate impact – a quote from a patient or individual who has 
been impacted by the initiative can be powerful addition

Remember to be clear on the what, the why, the how and the who – when working on a project on daily basis easy to 
forget to take story back to the start and be clear on what was achieved, and challenges overcome 

Maximise the supporting information – images, graphs, videos, patient quotes to bring entry to life…

Bring it back to the people – from the initial objectives to the outcomes what has been the impact on patients and 
people 

Talk about the future – how has this project informed new ways of working and at what scale? What are the next steps 
for the project and what are the new ambitions of what can be achieved? 







Creating a 
Winning Entry

Grace Allick

Daisy Volunteers























The Need: 
BHRUT recognised an unmet gap in patients and families being supported at end-of-life as ward staff were 
unable to meet these needs due to an increase in ward demands. We were seeing more patients dying alone 
and families/carers needing more support. 

The Aim: 
1. Provide companionship and support to our imminently dying patients. 

2. Provide emotional support to our patients, their relatives and carers.

3. Connect patients to loved ones via video calls.

4. Give families an opportunity for respite.

The Method:
We worked in partnership with Marie Curie who funded the role of Daisy Volunteer Coordinator. The 
Coordinator was then responsible for the recruitment and trainings of a team of volunteers to support our 
imminently dying patients, their relatives and carers. Training for the volunteers was provided by our 
Chaplaincy team, our End of Life and Palliative Care teams.

The Results…..



Number of Patients 
Supported by a Daisy 

Volunteer
May 2021 – April 2022 

287



Number of Family/Carers Respite Support Sessions Given
May 2021 – April 2022

60



33
Patients visited only by 

Daisy Volunteers
(no relatives or visitors)
May 2021 – April 2022



Number of Emotional Support Sessions
to a Person Imminently Dying

May 2021 – April 2022

933



Number of Bereavement & Emotional Support Sessions 
Delivered to Relatives

290



Feedback Received From Relatives/Carers

Would you recommend the Daisy Volunteer service?
Unsure No Yes Highly Recommend

I think this is a lovely service to provide to patients and families 

going through such difficult times. For patients who are not lucky 

enough to have family members visiting this must be a comfort. 

The fact that this service is ‘volunteers’ is amazing.

Well done & Thank you.



Feedback Received From Relatives/Carers

Would you recommend the Daisy Volunteer service?
Unsure No Yes Highly Recommend

I have received support and it means so much.  

They’ve sat with mum while I go for food. They sat 

with me and comforted me with kinds words.

AMAZING PEOPLE!!!



Top Tips:

• Research: Use the resources 

available

• Clearly communicate your 

impact

• Use your word count

• Call PEN for help or advice!










